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Fort Benton River Press
CUTLINE
Reaching out to touch alumni for support of the University of Montana 
Foundation Excellence Fund is  Brenda Williamson. The UM freshman is  the daughter 






Reaching out to touch alumni for support of the University of Montana 
Foundation Excellence Fund is  Janet Olsen. The UM freshman is  the daughter of Garnette 






Reaching out to touch alumni for support of the University of Montana 
Foundation Excellence Fund is  Mary Yardley. The UM freshman is  the daughter of Jo 
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Reaching out to touch alumni for support of the University of Montana 
Foundation Excellence Fund is Stacy Todd. The UM sophomore is the daughter of 




The Daily Inter Lake
CUTLINE #5/16/84-7-15
Reaching out to touch alumni for support of the University of Montana 
Foundation Excellence Fund is Nikki Altenburg. The UM sophomore is the daughter of 





The Bigfork Eagle 
+ Havre Daily News
Reaching out to touch alumni for support of the University of Montana 
Foundation Excellence Fund is Marty Sterrett. The UM junior is a 1980 Havre High 
School graduate. Marty's parents are Wanda and Jerry Sterrett, Bigfork. 
(UM/Howard Skaggs)
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Reaching out to touch alumni for support of the University of Montana 
Foundation Excellence Fund is  Shawn Gray., The UM junior is  the daughter of Gary 




CUTLINE B illin 9S  GaZette
Reaching out to touch alumni for support of the University of Montana 
Foundation Excellence Fund is  Jeff Hanson. The UM senior is  the son of Jerome 




Star Bulletin and Advertiser
CUTLINE
Reaching out to touch alumni for support of the University of Montana 
Foundation Excellence Fund is  Vera Kong, a junior from Honolulu, Hawaii. She 






Reaching out to touch alumni for support of the University of Montana 
Foundation Excellence Fund is  Dacy Welch. The UM freshman is  the daughter of 
Isabelle and John Welch, Hot Springs. (UM/Howard Skaggs)
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Reaching out to touch alumni for support of the University of Montana 
Foundation Excellence Fund is Joan Breiner. The 1982 graduate of Glasgow High 







Reaching out to touch alumni for support of the University of Montana 
Foundation Excellence Fund is Jeff Christopher. The UM junior is the son of 
Corrine and Dick Christopher, Poison. (UM/Howard Skaggs)
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